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Clinic Mandate
 The Canadian Environmental Law Association (CELA)
is a specialty community legal clinic providing services
to low income individuals and disadvantaged
communities across Ontario in environmental law
matters. CELA was established in 1970, funded as an
Ontario specialty legal aid clinic by Legal Aid Ontario
since 1978.
 CELA services include environmental law legal
services, including representation before a variety of
courts and tribunals as well as assistance to individuals
representing themselves, summary advice, law reform
and public legal education.
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CELA’S PRIORITIES
 Access to Environmental Justice – CELA places high
priority on cases, public legal education, and law reform
work aimed at ensuring access to environmental justice.
 Pollution Prevention and Public Health and Safety –
CELA places high priority on cases, public legal education,
and law reform work aimed at ensuring safe, healthy, and
livable communities.
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Example of Clinic Mandate: Pollution &
Income Data – southern Ontario
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RECENT PROVINCIAL EA
CHANGES (BILL 197)
• Bill 197 removes the automatic application of the EAA to public
sector undertakings, and instead the provincial cabinet will have
unfettered discretion to pass a new regulation that lists which
types of projects are (or are not) subject to the Act;

• Renames individual EAs as “comprehensive” EAs, but the
environment minister will still be empowered to approve EA terms
of reference that exclude, or “scope,” key environmental planning
matters (i.e. “need” and alternatives) from consideration in the EA
process;
• Terminates the 10 currently approved Class EAs, and plans to
replace them with as-yet unknown “streamlined” regulatory
requirements; and

• Significantly restricts the grounds upon which Ontarians can
request “bump-up” or “elevation” of contentious infrastructure
projects from a streamlined EA to a comprehensive EA.
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OTHER RECENT CHANGES
 These and other changes in Schedule 6 of Bill 197 follow
other recent rollbacks that have been passed or proposed in
relation to Ontario’s EA program, including (but not limited
to):
• removing EAA requirements from forest management
planning;

• exempting projects in all provincial parks and conservation
reserves from any EAA requirements;
• streamlining EAA requirements for certain provincial
highways and transportation corridors; and

• modifying EAA requirements for proposed transit projects
in the Greater Toronto Area.
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PPS CHANGES TO LAND USE 2019
 80 non-governmental organizations (including CELA) jointly objected
to the troubling PPS changes that were proposed by the Ontario
government last year, all of which would also have negative climate
impact implications such as:
• allowing mineral aggregate extraction to occur in significant natural
features that are currently protected under the PPS (e.g. significant
wetlands, woodlands, wildlife habitat, fish habitat, habitat of species
at risk, etc.);

• weakening or removing mandatory requirements that currently direct
municipalities to ensure compact development, efficient use of
infrastructure, integration of transportation and land use planning,
and achievement of intensification and development targets;
• enabling municipalities to adjust settlement area boundaries in the
absence of a comprehensive review; and
• making it optional for municipalities to protect non-significant
wetlands.
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IMPLICATIONS FOR
MUNICIPALITIES
 EA is the “look before you leap”, integrated environmental
planning law
 EA provides avenues for public input that often improve the
project and highlight issues that may not have been anticipated
in the original design
 The requirement for consideration of alternatives including the
“do-nothing” has often saved municipalities and the province
and other public sector agencies from costly mega-project
mistakes
 Proper definition of a “study area” discloses adverse impacts on
neighbours and surrounding environment
 EA is the best way to take account of cumulative impacts
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WHAT’S LOST WITH WEAKER EA
RULES
 Many projects lose the value of good public input and consultation
 Lack of notice to the community sparks major concerns especially if no
opportunity to provide feedback
 Decisions are not as well thought out; unanticipated impacts can easily
result
 Very little chance to take account of cumulative impacts
 No rigorous requirement to consider need and alternatives can result
in over-spending, over-building, unneeded impacts
 Lack of application of the broad definition of “environment” which is
found in the EA legislation avoids true consideration of social,
economic, demographic, equity considerations:
 “(c) the social, economic and cultural conditions that influence
the life of humans or a community”
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PREDICTABLE RESULTS WITH
WEAKER EA RULES
 Extra sprawl, consumption of land
 Higher infrastructure costs to service wider area, both capital
and ongoing operational
 Loss of farm and agricultural land
 Even more loss of wetlands and forests which not only provide
biodiversity but also assist in reducing impacts of climate
events; resulting increased pressure on species at risk
 Loss of amenities, access to nature, greenspace, pressures on
those that remain
 Increased congestion, increased traffic, increased goods and
transportation costs
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MUNICIPAL ROLE
 Your caucus has great resources available at https://www.climatecaucus.ca/ and specifically in
the Municipal Counsellor’s Handbook and in the Climate Caucus “Knowledge Base” with
additional resources
 Jurisdictionally, municipalities in Ontario have very broad ability to take action on climate
under the “general welfare” provisions of the Municipal Act ; the City of Toronto Act
 Scope of powers
 8 (1) The powers of a municipality under this or any other Act shall be interpreted
broadly so as to confer broad authority on the municipality to enable the municipality
to govern its affairs as it considers appropriate and to enhance the municipality’s
ability to respond to municipal issues. 2006, c. 32, Sched. A, s. 8. (emphasis added)
 Ambiguity
 (2) In the event of ambiguity in whether or not a municipality has the authority under this
or any other Act to pass a by-law or to take any other action, the ambiguity shall be
resolved so as to include, rather than exclude, powers the municipality had on the
day before this Act came into force. 2006, c. 32, Sched. A, s. 8. (emphasis added)
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MUNICIPAL ROLE CONT’D
 Broad authority, single-tier municipalities
 10 (1) A single-tier municipality may provide any service or thing
that the municipality considers necessary or desirable for the
public. 2006, c. 32, Sched. A, s. 8. (emphasis added)
 …4. Public assets of the municipality acquired for the purpose of
exercising its authority under this or any other Act.
 5. Economic, social and environmental well-being of the
municipality, including respecting climate change.
 6. Health, safety and well-being of persons.
 7. Services and things that the municipality is authorized to provide
under subsection (1).
 8. Protection of persons and property, including consumer
protection.
 (Similar provisions for municipalities with upper and lower tiers)
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MUNICIPAL ROLE
 SprayTech v Hudson at the SCC and the subsequent jurisprudence
 3
The case arises in an era in which matters of
governance are often examined through the lens of the principle of
subsidiarity. This is the proposition that law-making and implementation
are often best achieved at a level of government that is not only
effective, but also closest to the citizens affected and thus most
responsive to their needs, to local distinctiveness, and to population
diversity. La Forest J. wrote for the majority in R. v. HydroQuébec, 1997 CanLII 318 (SCC), [1997] 3 S.C.R. 213, at para. 127, that
“the protection of the environment is a major challenge of our time. It is
an international problem, one that requires action by governments at
all levels” (emphasis added). His reasons in that case also quoted with
approval a passage from Our Common Future, the report produced in
1987 by the United Nations’ World Commission on the Environment
and Development. The so-called “Brundtland Commission”
recommended that “local governments [should be] empowered to
exceed, but not to lower, national norms” (p. 220).
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BOARDS OF HEALTH UNITS
 Defined as “local boards” under the Municipal Act
 Standards established under the Health Protection and
Promotion Act
 2018 Standard issued by the Ministry of Health and Long Term
Care specifically re climate change; the Guideline is found as
follows:
http://www.health.gov.on.ca/en/pro/programs/publichealth/oph
_standards/docs/protocols_guidelines/Healthy_Environments_a
nd_Climate_Change_Guideline_2018_en.pdf
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EXCERPT FROM THE ONTARIO
CLIMATE CHANGE PUBLIC HEALTH
STANDARD
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ENVIRONMENT IS A SOCIAL
JUSTICE ISSUE
➢

Poverty and environmental degradation or adverse environmental impacts have
multiple impacts on vulnerable communities - an extensive empirical and
academic literature such as “Child Poverty and Environmental Justice” by
Hornberg and Pauli, Int.J.Hyg.Environ.Health (2007) 571-580

➢

Vulnerable people are poorly reflected in climate laws to date: Vink et al,
“International Comparison of Measures Taken for vulnerable People in Disaster
Risk Management Laws”, Int’l Jrnl of Disaster Risk Reduction (2013) V.4 63-70
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2212420913000137

➢

Communities who lack power or a voice are often more adversely affected than
others and are disproportionately exposed to higher pollution levels or historic
pollution legacies

➢

Low income neighbourhoods receive relatively poor protection from adverse
environmental impacts under Ontario and Canadian law

➢

Blog: https://cela.ca/access-to-environmental-justice-in-canada-the-road-ahead/
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CLIMATE LAW AND VULNERABLE
COMMUNITIES
 Climate affects low income and vulnerable communities more
than others
 Fewer resources to purchase mitigation
 Housing less resilient and often located in situations more likely to
be impacted by changing and adverse climate issues including heat,
storms, flooding
 Seniors medication may make them more prone to impact from
heat related issues
 Children are less able to respond to extreme temperatures due to
body size and immature temperature regulation
 Poverty exacerbates environmental health impacts

ENVIRONMENTAL INEQUITIES IN
ONTARIO
 As a result of resource development, communities across Ontario are
often left with environmental health legacies
 Aboriginal communities were often pushed to “undesirable” land as a
result of colonialization. Now these communities are left with a myriad
of toxic legacies.
 Urban planning has often benefitted middle to upper classes, allowing
some areas of cities to deteriorate. Often, these areas are home to low
income and new Canadian families.
 There is ongoing lack of recognition of the special needs of biologically
vulnerable populations which contributes to environmental injustice,
including children, seniors, and some types of illness.
 Rural, remote and northern communities especially struggle to find
representation and a voice when environmental issues hit their
communities.

DEFINING ENVIRONMENTAL
EQUITY
 Environmental Justice
 The fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of race,
color, culture, national origin, or income, with respect to the development,
implementation, and enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and
policies4 to ensure that each person enjoys (1) the same degree of protection from
environmental and health hazards; and (2) equal access to any federal agency
action on environmental justice issues in order to have a healthy environment in
which to live, learn, work, and recreate.
 Disproportionately Exposed or Vulnerable Community
 A community in which climate change, pollution, or environmental destruction
have exacerbated systemic racial, regional, social, environmental, and economic
injustices by disproportionately affecting Indigenous peoples, communities of
color, migrant communities, deindustrialized communities, depopulated rural
communities, the poor, low-income workers, women, the elderly, the unhoused,
people with disabilities, or youth.
 (these definitions courtesy of US Senate Democrats 2020)
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SAMPLES OF LAWS ON CLIMATE AIMED AT MITIGATION
 Mitigation laws are those that are aimed at reducing the causes of climate change

 Federal carbon pricing law – the Greenhouse Gas Pollution Pricing Act
(currently on its way to Supreme Court of Canada after the
Saskatchewan and Ontario Courts of Appeal both upheld its validity
earlier this year)
 BC Carbon pricing law, the Carbon Tax Act, 2008, and the PEI fossil fuels
levy
 Quebec Cap and Trade law, Nova Scotia’s Cap and Trade law, and
Manitoba’s Climate and Green Plan Implementation Act
 Alberta, Saskatchewan industrial emitters carbon pricing laws (among
others), and industrial emissions reporting rules in many Canadian
jurisdictions such as in BC’s Greenhouse Gas Industrial Reporting and
Control Act, 2014
 Regulatory responses aimed at emissions such as the Greenhouse
Gases and ozone depleting substances regulated under CEPA, or
Manitoba’s Environment Act – usually regulatory responses set some
type of limits on the allowed emissions of listed chemicals from facilities

SAMPLES OF LAWS AIMED AT
MITIGATION (2)
 Requirements for public transit to assist in GHG reduction, such as BC’s
South Coast Transportation Authority Act
 Fuel Standards and Vehicle emissions standards such as those
adopted federally, and in British Columbia
 Laws encouraging clean-tech innovation such as Sustainable
Development Technology Canada, and renewable energy such as British
Columbia’s Clean Energy Act, 2010
 Carbon capture funding law such as Alberta’s Carbon Capture and
Storage Funding Act
 Laws establishing funds to encourage zero emission vehicle adoption
such as in Quebec
 Land use policies such as Manitoba’s Land Use Policies under its
Planning Act, encouraging greenhouse gas reductions and lowering
building footprints, as well as encouraging local food production
 Laws allowing for clotheslines despite so-called restrictive covenants
and by-laws to the contrary in Ontario and Nova Scotia

SAMPLES OF LAWS AIMED AT
ADAPTATION
 Canadian, provincial and territorial building codes
 Asset management plan requirements such as under Ontario’s municipal infrastructure
legislation
 Environmental impact review requirements for infrastructure proposals such as the Nunavut
Planning and Project Assessment Act
 Land use planning laws such as prohibitions on building in flood zones or steep slopes
 Municipal laws permitting cities to plan for climate change adaptation such as Cities of
Edmonton and Calgary
 Water management laws providing for watershed perspectives, such as Ontario’s
Conservation Authorities Act and Manitoba’s Watershed Districts
 Assessments of major energy projects including potential new aspects of Canada’s new
Impact Assessment Act which requires those assessments to evaluate how the project
contributes to Canada’s climate commitments
 Laws establishing climate funds aimed at innovation, research, and development of new
climate mitigation or adaptation measures such as established by New Brunswick’s Climate
Change Act and Saskatchewan’s Climate Research Corporation

SAMPLES OF LAWS AIMED AT
PROTECTION OF VULNERABLE
COMMUNITIES FROM CLIMATE
IMPACTS
 By-laws and requirements re heat islands and tracking of heat-related
deaths

 City of Toronto has been considering a by-law that would require landlords to
mitigate extreme heat
 In Montreal heat-related deaths are counted; but not in Ontario cities according
to an in depth Toronto Star report earlier this year

 Social housing retrofits from climate / carbon related revenue such as in
BC, Efficiency Manitoba or the First Nations On-Reserve Housing Retrofit
Initiative supervised by the Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation
 Offsetting the increased costs from carbon schemes for low income
residents such as BC’s Climate Action Tax Credit
 The federal rebate (the Climate Action Incentive Payment) for residents of
provinces where the carbon tax is imposed is set based on location of
residence and family composition, (but is not based on income level)
 Energy Conservation program requirements such as Ontario’s Save On
Energy program delivered by the IESO

SAMPLES OF PROTECTIVE LAWS
AIMED AT COMMUNITIES MOST
VULNERABLE TO CLIMATE IMPACTS
 Once in force, Nunavut’s Public Health Act would provide:

 “The Chief Public Health Officer may identify and monitor the impact of climate
change on public health and develop adaptation strategies to minimize the adverse
effects of climate change on the health and well-being of people in Nunavut.”

 Public health standards such as under Ontario’s Health Protection and Promotion
Act: the Healthy Environments and Climate Change Guideline, 2018, calling for
surveillance, epidemiological assessment and mitigation programs to alleviate
environmental risks
 Energy poverty prevention measures such as the suite of initiatives advocated by
the Low Income Energy Network and adopted in Ontario – including electricity bill
assistance, conservation programs, emergency financial assistance, better terms of
service all designed specifically around the energy security issues facing low
income residents
 I haven’t addressed impacts on First Nations in this presentation; a starting point is
the AFN resolution declaring a climate emergency https://www.afn.ca/wpcontent/uploads/2019/08/19-05-Declaring-a-First-Nations-Climate-Emergency.pdf

HOW DOES THE PROPOSED LAW
AFFECT VULNERABLE COMMUNITIES
 Example recommendations from a recent CELA submission
https://www.cela.ca/sites/cela.ca/files/1161CELALIENSubmissionsClimateChangeAdaptationProposal.pdf
 A risk assessment should identify low-income and vulnerable
communities that will be disproportionately impacted by climate
change and evaluate how much funding is required to address the
needs of those communities
 The province should conduct a Low-Income Barrier Study to identify
the economic, social, psychological, technological and political
factors that will affect the ability of low-income and vulnerable
communities to adapt to climate change (based on California)
 Climate change adaptation funds should address the impacts of
climate pricing on low-income and vulnerable communities.

IMPORTANCE OF ADVANCING LAW
REFORM AT MULTIPLE LEVELS OF
GOVERNMENT
 Supreme Court of Canada case of Spraytech upholding Hudson,
Quebec’s by-law led to similar bans in other municipalities, followed by
adoption of Ontario-wide ban on use of pesticides for “cosmetic”
(appearance) purposes – this was a priority generated from our work
on children’s health
 Work on lead at a smelter in Toronto in the early 1990s led to further
work and laws on lead in paint, children’s products and drinking water
at multiple levels
 Toronto’s Chemtrak Registry https://www.toronto.ca/communitypeople/health-wellness-care/health-programs-advice/chemtrac/
supplements the disclosures and efforts of federal and provincial
governments under the National Pollutant Release Inventory enabled
by CEPA, and the Toxics Use Reduction Act in Ontario (now ending)

PRIORITIES FOR ONTARIO
MUNICIPALITIES ACTING ON CLIMATE
CHANGE
 Use the broad jurisdiction under the Municipal Act and City of Toronto
Act
 Establish your own municipal analogues to EA with examination of
need, alternatives, cumulative impacts and apply these processes to
planned climate action in addition to and despite current provincial
laws
 Establish municipal level rules for strong public input and transparency
(regardless of other governments’ requirements) for all of your
municipal climate implementation efforts
 Collaborate with your health units, especially including vulnerable
communities in your climate work
 Define the scope of action to include a broad definition of
“environment” and an inclusive approach to defining climate impacts
and needed action
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TOOLKITS FROM CELA AND
PARTNERS
 Our 2012 “Live Where You Go” project still stands up
(CELA,Ecojustice, Pembina, Zizzo, Allen): https://cela.ca/wpcontent/uploads/2019/07/livewhereyougo-summary_0.pdf
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INTEGRATED COMMUNITY ENERGY MUNICIPAL PLANNING TOOLKIT:
HTTPS://CELA.CA/WP-CONTENT/UPLOADS/2019/07/744CUI-MPTK-REV12.PDF (CUI,
CELA, OPA, QUEST)
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CELA’S VULNERABLE COMMUNITIES
AND CLIMATE CHANGE PROJECT
 CELA is in the process of gathering data from Ontario
municipalities and health units in regions across the province
about whether they are implementing plans to address climate
change
 If so, we are gathering information on whether those plans or
risk assessments are including equity considerations such as
impacts on vulnerable or disadvantaged communities
 We would be grateful if you were able to provide a link to me
with your current plans if public, and/or put me in touch with the
person in your municipality working on these issues
 Theresa@cela.ca
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WWW.CELA.CA
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WWW.CELAFOUNDATION.CA
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